
A Case for Publish4Africa microPOD 
(Versus the Western POD Model) 
	

As noted previously in the Africa Speaks Resources tab, there are many obstacles 

that hinder Christian publishing in Africa—finances, inexperience, infrastructure, 

political instability (see white paper on Obstacles to Christian Publishing in Africa). 

Print-On-Demand (POD) technology is now available that surmounts many of these 

publishing obstacles. 

Western POD Versus Publish4Africa microPOD 

Western POD (as represented by Lightning Source/IngramSpark) is very 

professional. It is a highly automated, capital intensive, high volume and centralized 

POD model. However transportation is their major Achilles heel in Africa.  

The Western POD model of print-then-distribute (the method used by 

Johannes Gutenberg) demands a very efficient and inexpensive transportation 

network (which is readily available in North America).  

Due to Africa’s vast physical expanse and many geopolitical barriers, no such 

efficient and inexpensive transportation option exists. 

However the grassroots distribute-then-print model of Publish4Africa 

microPOD technology does provide an efficient and inexpensive pan-African 

alternative to Western POD. The Publish4Africa network of local (decentralized) 

POD book production centers either eliminates transportation barriers and cost 

altogether, or limits regional deliveries to manageable distances and pricing. 

Job Creation, Profit Making and Whole-Life Discipleship 

Certified Publish4Africa microPOD centers create local value leading to:  

1) job creation,  

2) local revenue capture,  

3) the development of local authors,  

4) employee discipleship, and  



5) increased biblical literacy, as well as easy access to broad educational 

content in general (literacy, public health, agriculture, business and the 

academy). 

Local access to Publish4Africa microPOD technology also facilitates the 

growth of associated publishing services such as typesetting, editing, formatting, 

photography, creative design and book sales.  

All of these vocational opportunities become tangible expressions of a biblical 

worldview that realistically integrates faith, work and economics in the daily life of the 

local Church. This life sees all work as ministry when done in fellowship and 

obedience to Christ, and in service to humanity. 

More Selection at an Approachable Price  

In general Print-On-Demand opens the door to various co-publishing possibilities as 

well, greatly increasing the availability of a diverse world of book options.  

Grassroots Publish4Africa microPOD print businesses, tied to local economic 

realities, have the potential to produce and distribute books at lower overall cost then 

do the western print-then-distribute importation models.  

Local book production in turn supports local community development, 

enabling Christians to flourish. (Jeremiah 29:7, Seek the peace and prosperity of the 

city to which I have carried you into exile. Pray to the Lord for it, because if it 

prospers, you too will prosper.)  

	

	

	

	

	

-- Written for Publish4Africa by Daniel Trautmann as a catalyst to dialogue at  the Tyndale House Foundation, 
Africa Speaks summit on the state of Christian publishing in Africa (March 5-9, 2018). 

Endorsed by Publish4Africa CEO Tim Kelly, Nairobi, Kenya. 


